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Abstract: Real-time awareness of the pharos state, including the volatile frequency and phase angle, is critical
to maintain reliable and stable operations of the power grid. However, the high cost and low accessibility of
current synchrophasors restrict their large-scale deployment over highly distributed micro grids. In this paper,
we present a practical system design for monitoring the micro grid frequency and phase angle over mobile
platforms and significantly reduce the cost of such monitoring. Being dif-ferent from current synchrophasors,
our system does not rely on continuous GPS reception and hence it is highly accessible and applicable to
heterogeneous micro grid scenarios. We develop various techniques to provide the timing signal that is
necessary for precise micro grid monitoring. For frequency monitoring, the network time protocol is exploited
for time synchronization. For phase angle monitoring which requires a higher timing accuracy, 200 Hz primary
synchronization signal being embedded in the 4G LTE cellular signal is harvested for time synchronization. We
implemented our system over off-the-shelf smart phones with a few peripheral hardware components and
realized an accuracy of 1.7 MHz and 0.01 rad for frequency and phase angle mon-itoring, respectively.
Although the accuracy of the prototype is lower than that of the GPS-based systems, the system could still
satisfy the requirements of micro grid monitoring. The total cost of the system can be controlled within $100
and no installation cost is required. Experiment results compared with the traditional frequency disturbance
recorders verify the effectiveness of our proposed system.
Index Terms: Smart grid, micro grid monitoring, network time protocol (NTP), primary synchronization
signal (PSS), mobile platform

I. Introduction
MICROGRIDS, operating in either grid-connected mode
Mor islanded mode, enable local integration of energy generation, distribution, and storage at the
consumer level for better power system efficiency and control of demand [1]. To maintain the stable operation
of micro grids, pastor states of both micro grid and the Area Electric Power System (AEPS) to which the micro
grid connected, including frequency, phase angle, and voltage magnitude, should be monitored continuously,
especially during the transition between two operation modes, i.e., resynchronization and islanding process [2].
Current power grid monitoring systems allow direct mea-surement of frequency and phase angle by
installing syn-chrophasors at either high-voltage transmission level [3] or low-voltage distribution level [4].
These power grid monitor-ing systems, although having been proved to be effective in wide-area power grid
infrastructure, are generally considered unsatisfactory for monitoring the operating status of the newly emerging
distributed power systems, so-called micro grids [5]. The decentralization of micro grids poses higher
requirements on the installation cost and accessibility of power monitoring devices, and makes the current
synchrophasors too expensive and inconvenient to be deployed into individual households in high volume.
PMUs are deployed in substations and equipped with current transformer and power transformer for accessing
the high voltage, which increases both manufacturing cost and the installation cost. For example, the
installation cost of one transmission-level Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) is more than $80,000 at the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). These PMUs are not intended to be used at the distributed consumer level,
and require professional installation which reduces end-users’ incentives of having synchrophasors in their
home energy systems.
In this paper, we present a practical system design which bridges the gap between current power grid
monitoring systems and the unique requirements of micro grid monitoring. Development of such a micro grid
monitoring system, however, is challenging due to the requirements of micro grid monitoring on accurate time
synchronization, high-resolution sensing, and real-time data processing. First, power grid operations should be
monitored in real-time using globally synchronized timestamps, so that measurements from dispersed locations
can be compared on a common time reference [6]. Although GPS signal that is widely used in current
synchrophasors can provide a sub-microsecond timing accuracy, however, it has limited use for micro grids due
to its deficiency for indoor scenarios. Second, with the increasing resolution and responsiveness of phasor state
estimation, the workload of processing measurement data may exceed the computational capacity of current
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measurement devices. Specialized DSP chips are used in present synchrophasors for data processing, but are
difficult and too expensive to be integrated into micro grid monitoring systems which need to be deployed in
high volume.
without impairing the accuracy of AC waveform measurement and phasor state estimation. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the first to achieve high-precision wide-area power grid monitoring without GPS
synchronization. Our detailed contributions are as follows:
• We implemented a low-cost micro grid monitoring system over the Smartphone platform with a small
quantity of peripheral hardware components. This prototype system can be further integrated into the
Smartphone charger for better flexibility and convenience.
• We proposed GPS-free frequency monitoring methods utilizing the Network Time Protocol (NTP), which
significantly increases the system flexibility by eliminating the requirement of GPS reception and line of
sight to the satellites.
• We extended the frequency monitoring prototype to further implement the functionality of phase angle
monitoring by harvesting the Primary Synchronization Signal (PSS) in the 4G LTE cellular signal for time
synchronization.
• We proposed adaptive frequency estimation algorithm to reduce the computational load of data processing
at smart phones.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the background knowledge of power
grid monitoring and the related work. Section III provides an overview of our system design. Section IV
introduces the adaptive frequency estimation algorithm and the NTP-based frequency monitoring design.
Section V presents the LTE-based phase angle monitoring design. Section VI presents our performance
evaluation results in comparison with FDRs. Section VII presents the discussion. Finally, the conclusions and
future work are drawn in Section VIII.

II. Background And Related Work
The power grid frequency and phase angle are generally measured from samples of the voltage
waveform. Several algorithms such as curve-fitting method [7], [8], Kalmanfilter-based methods [9], and DFTbased algorithms [10], [11] have been proposed for such measurement.
Built on these measurement algorithms, wide-area power grid monitoring systems have been
established via deployment of PMUs in the transmission level. Synchrophasors such as Frequency Disturbance
Recorders (FDRs) [12] and micro-PMUs (μPMU) [13], on the other hand, are deployed in the distribution level
with a greatly reduced monitoring cost. Specifically, based on FDRs, a worldwide Frequency monitoring
Network (FNET) has been designed and deployed [14], enabling many applications of power system
monitoring, control, and management, such as abnormal events detection and location.
Synchronization among different synchrophasors is important for wide-area power system monitoring.
To achieve this, the Pulse-Per-Second (PPS)1 signal being retrieved from GPS receivers is generally used as the
synchronization signal [15]. The PPS signal is an analog output signal with a rising edge at each one second
boundary of the Universal Coordinated Time (UTC). Since the precision of GPS signal is in nanoseconds with
non-accumulative time drift [16], syn-chrophasors at dispersed locations can measure local system state
synchronously through the integrated GPS clock.
For better accessibility and lower cost, less expensive yet accurate timing sources have been studied in
recent years. A NTP-synchronized Wide Area Frequency Measurement System (WAFMeS) has been
implemented [17] and is able to detect the large swing disturbance at the granularity of 0.2 Hz. However, its
flexibility and accessibility is restricted, and its accuracy of frequency estimation is too low to be applied to the
U.S. power grid with much higher stability and smaller disturbances. Extensive researches have also been done
on harvesting the timing information from the GSM cellular communication system [18]. More specifically, the
21 Hz Frequency Correction Burst (FCB), which is modulated at a frequency higher than the main carrier
frequency, is harvested from the main carrier through development of 0.13μm CMOS fabrication techniques.
Since the GSM base stations are strictly synchronized to a single timing source with accuracy better than 0.05
microseconds [19], GSM signal is able to achieve an equivalent timing accuracy as the GPS signal.
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Overview
In this section, we first discuss our motivation of exploiting GPS-free time synchronization methods
for micro grid monitoring. Specifically, we adopt Network Time Protocol (NTP) for frequency monitoring, and
LTE synchronization signals for phase angle monitoring. Afterwards, we present the hardware and software
designs of our power grid monitoring system.
Motivation for NTP-Based Frequency Monitoring: Network Time Protocol (NTP) [20] is being widely
used in current computing systems, such as the Windows Time Service, in order to synchronize the local clock
of digital devices with UTC. Due to the uncertainty of network transmission delay, the timing accuracy of NTP
is in the order of 10 milliseconds [21] and is much lower than that of the GPS signal. Nevertheless, by
investigating the sample events in the power grid [22] that are recorded by FNET (see Section VII-A), we found
that such time precision is sufficient for detecting a frequency disturbance event. Therefore, the NTP is an
appropriate alternative to provide global time synchronization to frequency measurement data, replacing the
GPS signal. Being different from the GPS signal which continuously feeds the processor, the NTP timing
information is only available when the monitoring device sends a request to the remote NTP server. The
uncertainty of such round-trip network transmission delay, therefore, further complicates the design of time
synchronization method.

Motivation for LTE-Based Phase Angle Monitoring: Compared to frequency monitoring, phase angle
monitoring requires a globally synchronized clock with higher accuracy and stability. Simply speaking, a 15millisecond timing error, which is usually the upper bound of NTP timing error, corresponds to an unacceptable
phase angle measurement error of 5.76 radians in a 60 Hz power system. Instead, we propose to harvest the
precise timing signal from the 4G LTE cellular signal, which is widely available nationwide nowadays. The
enhanced base station (eNodeB) of LTE is strictly synchronized with GPS or the Precision Time Protocol (PTP)
[23]. The cell ID in the LTE network is defined within two synchronization signals, namely Primary
Synchronization Signal (PSS) and the Secondary Synchronization Signal (SSS). Fig. 1 illustrates the LTE frame
format and the location of synchronization signals under Frequency-Division Depleting (FDD) mode. The PSS
repeats periodically (every 5 ms) and therefore can be regarded as a time synchronization signal.
Hardware Design
Our monitoring system consists of a voltage regulator module, a voltage transform circuit, a
microprocessor-based analog-to-digital (AD) sampling module and an Android-based Smartphone. The system
design and implementation are shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. The voltage regulator out-puts the
necessary DC power to power up the whole system, including the Smartphone. An 8-bit microprocessor (MCU)
ATmega328 (Adriano Uno board) is used to control the voltage sampling process through external AD
Converter (ADC) at the sampling frequency of 1,440 Hz, and sends these raw voltage data to Smartphone every
100 ms for phasor state estimation processing. The communication between the microprocessor and the
Smartphone is conducted by the USB host controller IC MAX3421E (USB host shield) [24]. Similar as being
connected to the desktop PC, the Smartphone behaves as USB slave in relation to the USB host chip, and can
communicate with the MCU and be charged at the meantime.
The PSS harvesting circuit, shown within the dotted line in Fig. 2(a), will be attached to the frequency
monitoring system for phase angle monitoring. In the LTE-based phase angle monitoring, the PSS harvesting
circuit will extract the PSS signals and transmit them to the MCU in the form of pulses. The rising edges of the
pulses will be detected through External Interrupt (EI) in the MCU, and trigger new sampling cycles. The PSS
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harvesting circuit will be illustrated in detail in Section V
Software Design
As shown in Fig. 2(c), we developed an Android application to process the measurement data at the
Smartphone and visually display the monitoring results to users. To ensure prompt processing of measurement
data, each computation-ally intensive operation, including the pharos state estimation and NTP request and
response, is processed by a separate soft-ware thread instead of residing in the application main thread. Our
application consists of four major components:
USB Communication Component: Through USB connection, the MCU-based AD sampling module uploads
the waveform samples onto the Smartphone for processing. The Smartphone will respond with RESEND
command if error exists during the data transfer. In the NTP-based frequency monitoring, a new sampling cycle
starts once MCU receives trigger from the Smartphone. Our application will also monitor the connection status
of the USB accessory, and run automatically when a correct hardware signature is connected.
Internet Access Component: Network access is necessary to obtain the NTP timing information. The UTC
timestamp is retrieved by requesting the NTP server. In addition, the measurement information will be uploaded
via the Internet to FNET servers hosted in the University of Tennessee.
Phasor State Estimation Component: The pastor-based frequency estimation algorithm described in Section
IV-A is implemented in this component. The MCU will store the sampled data within the last 100 ms and send
them to the Smartphone at one time. Once these 144 samples are received by the Smartphone, our application
would estimate the operating frequency from these samples. In addition, the phase angle of the first sample will
be selected as the phase angle output in this period.
Graphic Interface Component: The information of frequency, phase angle and voltage amplitude of the AC
waveform are displayed at the screen for better user interaction

Frequency Monitoring
Compared to the widely-used DSP chips in current syn-chrophasors, mobile platforms such as Smart
phones are not specialized for, and may be overloaded by real-time computation over voltage waveform
samples, especially under the condition of heavy workload. In addition, more powerful smart phones usually
mean higher cost, which is contradictory to our motivation of low-cost monitoring. Therefore, the reduction of
computational workload is highly important, especially under high sampling frequency. In this section, the
adaptive frequency estimation algorithm is developed to reduce the computation load at Smartphone.
Afterwards, the operating frequency in the micro grid will be estimated based on the timing information from
NTP.

A. Adaptive Frequency Estimation Algorithm
DFT-based pastor and frequency estimation algorithm is widely applied in pastor measurement area.
However, the traditional DFT-based algorithm requires the sampling rate to be integer multiples of the power
grid frequency, which is not satisfied when the power grid frequency deviates from its nominal frequency at a
fixed sampling rate. The nominal frequency in North America is 60 Hz, and a sampling rate of 1,440 Hz is used
in FDRs. This violation, known as “spectrum leakage”, will introduce estimation errors. To address this
problem, “re-sampling” is proposed for FDRs [11]. The basic idea is to reconstruct a series of samples from the
original voltage samples, so that the resembling rate of the new samples is close to integer multiples of the
power grid frequency. The flowchart of the FDR algorithm is shown in Fig. 3(a). The power grid frequency f1
is first coarsely estimated by the DFT- based approach. Then the “re-sampling” module takes the original
voltage samples and regenerates a new series of samples with the help of f1. Afterwards, a fine-level frequency
estimation is conducted using the reconstructed samples, the result of which ( f2) is used as the final frequency
result.
As depicted in Fig. 3(a), the frequency is estimated twice for each computation window, which is
0.1 s in current design. Our basic idea to reduce such computation work-load is to exploit the correlation of
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voltage waveforms between adjacent computation windows, so as to eliminate. the redundancy in frequency
estimation. To be compatible with the FNET network, the reporting rate of our proto-type is set to be 10 Hz.
Since the frequency of the U.S. power grid usually changes slowly, it is highly possible that the frequency
between two consecutive computation windows varies little. Under such circumstances, the frequency calculated
in the current computation window can be used to re- sample the data in the following computation window, so
that there will always be 24 samples per power grid frequency period.
The modified adaptive algorithm is shown in Fig. 3(b), in which the frequency result in one sampling cycle will
be regarded as the initial frequency of the next computation window. Hence, frequency estimation only needs to
be executed once based on re-sampled data. The final frequency will be calculated as:
f2(n+1) =f2(n) +δf (n+1) (1)
where f2(n) is the frequency result in the n-th computation window, which will serve as the initial frequency in
the (n+ 1)-th computation window, and δf(n+1) is the correction frequency.
It is expected that the closer between nominal frequency and actual frequency, the more accurate
frequency estimation result can be achieved. Therefore, the frequency measurement error is modeled as error=φ
(f0,f), in which f0 is the actual frequency and f is defined as the difference between nominal frequency and
actual frequency.
According to [25], the ramp rates of frequency are between −1.0 Hz/s to +1.0 Hz/s, which corresponds
to ±0.1Hz with regard to the reporting rate of every 0.1s. We applied dif-ferent nominal frequencies onto the
waveform with fixed frequency contaminated 60 dB AWGN. The error of the adaptive frequency estimation
method in relation to the difference between nominal frequency nominal and the actual power grid frequency f0
is depicted in Fig. 4. Error of the adaptive method is less than
0.04 mHz when the change of the frequency in consecutive cycles is ±20 mHz, and it will decrease to smaller
than 0.013 mHz when the change is less than 5 mHz.

B. Local Clock Calibration and Timestamp Calculation
We further exploit the timing information from NTP to calibrate the local clock and calculate the local
timestamps, so as to ensure precise frequency estimation. The local clock of a Smartphone will continuously
drift due to the dynamic characteristics of the crystal oscillator, as well as various environmental factors such as
temperature. As a result, the actual time period for each AC waveform sampling cycle may not be accurately set
as expected. For example, a time period set to be 2000 ms by the Smartphone may be actually 1998 ms or 2001
ms due to the local clock drift. Such inaccurate sampling frequency will result in the residue problem [26], i.e.,
the position of the first sample in one sampling cycle is dif-ferent from that in another cycle, and the residue
could be accumulated over time. To address this residue problem, our system starts a new sampling cycle every
time when having sent out a NTP request, and hence guarantees the position of the first sample in each
sampling cycle are the same in time. Correspondingly, the length of one sampling cycle is set to be 2 seconds,
which is as twice as the period of the GPS signal. More frequent NTP requests than once every 4 seconds will
be considered as attempting a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack and hence denied by the NTP server [27].
Therefore, to avoid failures of NTP queries, the system will alternate the NTP servers to be requested so that
one NTP server be requested from the system once within 10 seconds.
Each time when the Smartphone triggers a sampling cycle, it calibrates its local clock using the
received NTP timing information through comparison between the returned NTP timestamp Tntp and the
corresponding local time tl. If |Tntp − tl | >, which is the upper bound of NTP timing error, we will calibrate the
local timer triggering the sampling cycle, i.e., using a new number rather than 2,000 milliseconds to setup the
local timer for triggering the sampling cycles. More specifically, assuming that the local time of the most recent
calibration in the past is tl and its corresponding NTP
Time is Tntp, the new setup time length V for the local timer (in milliseconds) is defined as follows:

V=
V,

20
00 tl−
·
tl

Tntp
−Tntp

if |Tntp−tl|>

,

(
2
)

Otherwise

where V is the current setup value of the timer.
At the meantime, the local system time is also updated. For example, in Fig. 5, once receiving the NTP timing
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information and find that |Tntp−tl|> , we change the local time from tlto Tntp.

With NTP timing information, we recursively compute the timestamp of the current sampling cycle via
proportional estimation from the previous cycle. We assume that the local clock drift within one sampling cycle
is negligible. As a result, the timestamp of the first sample in one sampling cycle, which is also the start of the
current sampling cycle, as well as the end of the previous sampling cycle, can be estimated from the NTP
response and the corresponding local time. For example, in Fig. 5, the NTP time corresponding to t 2 can be
estimated as:

l

III. Phase Angle Monitoring
As illustrated in Section III-A, measurement of phase angle requires more accurate timing information
than the frequency monitoring does. In our system design, we aim to harvest synchronization signals from 4G
LTE cellular signal for time synchronization as the substitution of GPS signal. Similar to the GPS-based system,
the harvested LTE signal can be directly used to trigger a new sampling cycle.
A. PSS Harvesting Circuit Design
In LTE networks, to achieve high data transmission rate, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple
Access (OFDMA) is utilized as the physical layer technique in the downlink data transmission [28]. The cell ID
is represented as:
NIDCell=3NID1+ NID2 (4)
where NID1∈ 0, 1, ..., 167 is the cell identity group and is located in SSS signal, and NID2∈ 0, 1, 2 is the cell
identity and is located in PSS signal. The SSS signal indicates the frame timing as they are different within a
frame, while PSS signal indicates the OFDM symbol timing as they are the same within a frame. The sequence
used for the PSS is generated from a frequency domain Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence [29]:

where the ZC root u for the PSS sequence is 25,29,34 that corresponds to the value of NID2 = 0,1,2,
respectively.
As shown in Fig. 6, comprised with three Zadoff-Chu sequences in frequency domain, the PSS signal
maps to the central 62 subcarriers around DC (within the central six Resource Blocks (RBs)), enabling the
frequency mapping of the synchronization signals to be invariant with respect to the system bandwidth, which
varies from 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz.
Although PSS signal capturing is intrinsic to the LTE hard-ware within smart phones, the PSS detection
is hidden from the IC chips and is inaccessible to the Smartphone users, since the users are more concerned
about the content of the radio frames, rather than when to receive the synchronization frames. Therefore we
need to build our own PSS harvesting module. The frequency of PSS signals (200 Hz) is far lower than the
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bandwidth of data transmitted (in the order of 1 MHz). Since our purpose of PSS detection is not to decode the
signal but only to identify the arrival of the PSS signals, the PSS signal can be detected based on the scheme
shown in Fig. 7. A Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO) is used to detect the frequency band with the strongest
signal strength. The signal in 1900 MHz frequency band is selected and reduced to 200 kHz intermediate
frequency (IF) output. The PSS signal would be transformed as a pulse after passing the band pass filter with a
bandwidth of 120 kHz and the envelope detector. The MCU will capture the rising edge of the PSS pulses as the
trigger to start a new sampling cycle.

B. Coordination between Smartphone and MCU
Our proposed method of determining the starting time of a new sampling cycle is shown in Fig. 8. Our
monitoring system starts a new sampling cycle on every 100 ms for consistency with the reporting rate of the
FNET network, and use 1,440 Hz as the sampling frequency to ensure the measurement accuracy (12 or more
data samples per period is needed in a 60 Hz power system). Correspondingly, 144 data samples are recorded in
each sampling cycle. To avoid false detection, we enable the PSS pulse detection only after the 142-nd samples
(98.6 ms) is sampled in current sampling cycle. The pulse received in this period cycle is assumed to be the
Signal tentatively, and the interval between the pulse and the last effective pulse is calculated. If the interval
between them satisfies t< ε, then the pulse is considered as an effective PSS output. The detection window will
be closed and a new sampling cycle starts immediately. Otherwise, the pulse is assumed to be noise and if no
effective pulses are detected in the detection window, the MCU will start a new sampling cycle at the time when
sampling the 144th samples. The phase angle of the first sample in each sampling period is obtained as the
effective output in its corresponding period.
Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the accuracy and effectiveness of frequency and phase angle monitoring of our proposed
system, we test our system against the traditional FDR device. The system setup is shown in Fig. 9. The Double
F6150 power system simulator with GPS satellite synchronization is used to generate the standard AC power.
The frequency and the phase angle accuracy of Double F6150 simulator are 0.5 Part-Per- Million (PPM) and
0.1 degree respectively. Experiments over both standard power generator and regular AC wall power are
conducted.

A. Frequency and Phase Angle Monitoring
The frequency measurement results over standard 60 Hz power generator and 120 V AC wall outlet are
shown in Fig. 10. The error of the frequency measurement of our sys-tem under constant frequency waveform is
1.70 mHz, while that of the FDR device is 0.32 mHz. Under wall outlet mea-surement, our system is able to
efficiently capture the trends of frequency deviations over time. Meanwhile, our system produces a 1.7 mHz
difference from the FDR measurements being used as the reference. Currently, the frequency monitoring
accuracy of our system is less than that of FDR due to a couple of reasons. Firstly, timing error exists in the
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times-tamps compared to the real UTC time. That is, the time point of a frequency measurement may not be
exactly aligned with its real timestamp. Secondly, to accommodate the data format of FNET and being able to
integrate with NET framework, a curve fitting method is used to estimate the frequency points only at integral
100 millisecond points, such as 06:04:05.2, 06:04:05.3, etc, but may incur additional error due to the limited
granularity of curve fitting. Thirdly, due to the involvement of both inductive and capacitive components such
as current transformers and analog filters with different time constants, possible phase lag or advance may be
introduced into the frequency monitoring. This may induce a constant time deviance between measurements of
our system and the FDR. Fourthly, a 10-bit ADC is applied in our prototype compared to the 14-bit ADC used
in FDRs, which is a contributor to the lower accuracy of our system.
For angle measurement, the standard deviation is used to evaluate the error under fixed-frequency
condition. In the ideal condition, for waveform with fixed frequency, the curve of phase angle would be a line
with fixed slope, in particular, a horizontal line under 60 Hz condition. The phase angle mea- surement results
over standard 60 Hz power generator and 120 V AC wall outlets are shown in Fig. 11. The standard deviation of
the phase angle measurement result is 0.01 rad under 60 Hz outputs, which corresponds to 32 us in 60 Hz
system, compared to 0.0004 rad of the FDR device. In the experiment over wall power, since the PSS signal and
the GPS signal are not precisely aligned, there is a nearly constant drift around the results. If eliminate the DC
offset of two results, the difference between two curves is 0.011 rad.
Compared to FDR with an accuracy of 0.0004 rad, the timing error is mainly introduced in the PSS
signal harvesting process. The PSS signals are harvested in the form of pulses, and then the rising edge of the
pulses will be captured by the MCU through external interrupt. Compared to the GPS signal that in the form of
pulses with duration of 1.2 us and a steep rising edge, the slope of the rising edge of the PSS pulse is flatter and
can be affected by the strength of the signal.
The existing design captures PSS signals through rising edge detection, which is completely achieved
by analog components, and is constrained by the property of the MCU circuitry and of more uncertainty in a
low SNR conditions. Therefore, a digital approach would further exploit the synchronization capability of PSS
signals and is hence more suitable for PSS harvesting module. The specific implementation is to continuously
collect the cellular signals through high-speed ADC, and to capture PSS signals through digital signal
processing approach [30].
It is expected that there is a constant time offset between LTE PSS signals and GPS signals, which
prevents the prototype being integrated into the GPS-based synchrophasor family. However, this problem could
be addressed by manually compensating this time offset, which could be measured through GPS-disciplined
instruments.

B.CPU Workload Reduction
The performance of our proposed adaptive frequency estimation method algorithm in Section IV-A is
evaluated by both simulation and experiment. First, both the adaptive and the original methods are applied to
the 60 Hz waveform contaminated with 60 dB, 50 dB and 40 dB AWGN. The error comparison between
adaptive method and the original method is shown in Fig. 12. Under 40 dB AWGN, the error of the adaptive
method is 7.96 mHz, which is 0.0157 mHz larger than that of the FDR. This error is slightly larger than that of
the original methods and as the strength of noise decreases, the difference of the error between two methods is
getting closer. The error decreases to 0.0015 mHz under 60 dB AWGN. Under the output of Double, the
difference of the error between two methods is 0.0001 mHz. Fig. 12 shows that the adaptive method can
achieve an almost the same accuracy as the original algorithm under the same noise condition.
The CPU load test is conducted on the platform of smart-phone Nexus S, which is equipped with a 512
MB memory and 1 GHz CPU clock. The Smartphone is Android-based with the OS version 4.1.2. The CPU
load of our application (referred to as target App) is tested under both idle and heavy load states. As a reference,
a single-thread App (referred to as reference App) which operates a 60-by-60 matrix multiplication
continuously is created. The reference App will consume 80% of the CPU load in the idle state. Fig. 13 shows
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the CPU load of our application. In idle mode, the CPU load increases as the sampling frequency goes up since
more samples need to be processed within 0.1 s. At the sampling frequency of 27,360 Hz (19 × 1, 440 Hz), the
CPU load increases only 2% in idle mode and will decreases to 6% under the competition with reference App.
Since the adaptive method is not parallel, and is implemented in a serialized manner (in a single thread), the
CPU can’t afford the serialization of the adaptive method in such a high sampling frequency. More computation
resources will be distributed to the reference App.
The CPU utilization of the adaptive method compared to the original two-stage frequency estimation
method is shown in Fig. 14. Since the computation in different sampling cycles is totally independent, the
original algorithm can be achieved in a parallel style. However, the total amount of the computation keeps
unchanged in both serialization and parallelization way, and it will consume more system resources to manage
the multiple threads when executes parallel computing. Therefore, the original algorithm is also implemented in
a serialization way. Under the idle state, the adaptive method will consume 4% less of the CPU load under the
sampling frequency of 1,440 Hz. The CPU can’t afford the serialization of the original algorithm in 27,360 Hz,
which is the same as the adaptive method. The reason for this phenomenon is that the operations rather than the
frequency estimation algorithm itself, such as the transmission of the large volume of the data, the correction of
the received data, will consume large amount of computation resources, which cannot be neglected compared to
the condition in a low sampling frequency. Fig. 12 and Fig. 14 demonstrate that the adaptive method could
effectively reduce the CPU load with little accuracy loss compared to the original algorithm

B. Measurement Accuracy vs. Signal-to-Noise Ratio
To evaluate the relationship between the measurement accuracy and the quality of the LTE cellular
signal reception, we emulate the environment with different signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by using aluminum foil
to cover the antenna of the PSS harvesting antenna. The complete coverage of the foil onto the antenna
corresponds to the worst SNR environment. The performance of the phase angle measurement with respect to
different SNR is depicted in Fig. 15. From Fig. 15, the PSS harvesting module can achieve the highest SNR of
11.49 dB under no cover with the error of 0.01 rad on phase angle monitoring. As the coverage area of the foil
increases, the error increases to 0.0127 and 0.015 rad in partially covered and totally covered situation,
respectively. The reason of such degradation partially results from the method of capturing the PSS pulses. That
is, as the noise level increases, the volt-age amplitude of the PSS signal become closer to that of the noises,
which relates to a smooth rising edge of the PSS signal and susceptible to the noise. Since we regard the
incoming of the rising edge of the PSS signal as the synchronization signal, the physical property of the MCU
will introduce more uncertainty in a low SNR condition.]

IV. Discussion
A. Discussion of NTP Timing Errors on Frequency Estimation
We investigated the sample event recorded by FNET [22] to show that a 10 ms accuracy is capable for power
grid frequency monitoring.
The frequency estimation error caused by the NTP timing error can be represented as
fe= tef (6)
where te is the NTP timing error in second, and f is the Rate of Change of Frequency (ROCOF).
For a 1,800 MW generation trip event in Eastern Interconnection with a time span of 5 seconds, the grid
frequency drops from 59.990 Hz to 59.895 Hz during this period. The ROCOF during this event can be
calculated by f =(59.990−59.895)/5=0.019 Hz/s.
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Given the NTP timing error of 10 millisecond, the frequency estimation error caused by the timing error during
this event is given by fe= 0.01f= 0.19 mHz. We can see that this frequency estimation error is negligible,
compared to the 5 mHz requirement in the PMU standard [25]. It should be noted that the frequency estimation
error is much smaller when the power grid operates without events, when f is close to zero
B. Applications on Micro grid
A key use case of the prototype is the intentional islanding and re-synchronization of micro grids.
These applications would require the comparison of pastors across the Point of Common Coupling (PCC).
Although our device is dedicated for 120 V wall outlet, we can still measure the phase angle across the PCC by
connecting a Potential Transformer (PT) between our device and PCC. The system accuracy is sufficient to
support such operations, according to Table 5 in [2],where a frequency accuracy of 0.1 Hz and phase angle
accuracy of 0.1745 rad are required. In addition, if PCC is inaccessible, we can estimate the phase angle of PCC
from the 120 V outlet with pre-known transformer structure. However, the accuracy of such estimation needs
further investigation. Though the system is expected to be deployed from behind the service transformer, the
system is still suitable for some applications, such as abnormal event detection and location, which is based on
detecting the variations of the phase angle difference between two locations.

V. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the design and implementation of a GPS-free Smartphone-based micro grid
monitoring sys-tem. Specifically, we designed a simple NTP-based frequency monitoring prototype with a few
peripherals. In addition, we harvested the PSS signal in the 4G LTE radio as the synchronization signal to
achieve phase angle monitoring. The proposed adaptive method will reduce the computational load at the
Smartphone with nearly no accuracy loss. The experiments compared with FDR devices verify the effectiveness
of the system on both frequency and phase angle monitoring. The systematic cost of the prototype excluding the
Smartphone is controlled within $100, and no specialized installation is required, which would facilitate the
massive deployment of the monitoring system. Our future work will focus on further improving the
performance of PSS harvesting module, simplifying the power grid monitoring system, and integrating more
functionalities of power grid monitoring onto mobile platforms
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